
The Ultimate Guide to Moab Backroads 4-
Wheel Drive Trails
Moab, Utah is a world-renowned destination for off-road enthusiasts. With
its stunning red rock scenery and endless miles of backroads, Moab offers
something for every type of 4-wheel drive vehicle. Whether you're a
beginner or an experienced off-roader, there's a trail in Moab that will
challenge you and leave you wanting more.

In this guide, we'll provide you with an overview of the best backroads 4-
wheel drive trails in Moab. We'll cover everything from easy trails that are
perfect for beginners to challenging trails that will test the limits of your
vehicle and your driving skills. So if you're planning a trip to Moab, be sure
to check out this guide to find the perfect trail for you.
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Easy Trails

If you're new to off-roading, or if you're simply looking for a relaxing drive,
there are plenty of easy trails in Moab to choose from. These trails are
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typically well-maintained and offer stunning scenery, without any major
obstacles to challenge your vehicle.

Gemini Bridges Trail:** This scenic trail winds through a narrow
canyon and past two natural bridges. It's a great option for
beginners and families, and it's also popular for hiking and
biking.

Shafer Trail:** This trail offers breathtaking views of Canyonlands
National Park. It's a relatively easy trail, but it does have some
steep sections that can be challenging for beginners.

Hurrah Pass Trail:** This trail is perfect for a short day trip. It's a
relatively easy trail, but it offers stunning views of the Moab
Valley and the La Sal Mountains.

Moderate Trails

Once you've mastered the easy trails, you may be ready to try some of the
moderate trails in Moab. These trails are more challenging than the easy
trails, but they're still accessible to most 4-wheel drive vehicles.

Fins and Things Trail:** This trail is known for its challenging rock
obstacles, but it's also one of the most popular trails in Moab. It's
a good option for experienced off-roaders looking for a
challenging day trip.

Hell's Revenge Trail:** This trail is considered to be one of the
most challenging trails in Moab. It's not for the faint of heart, but
it's a must-do for experienced off-roaders.



Metal Masher Trail:** This trail is another challenging option for
experienced off-roaders. It's a technical trail with plenty of
obstacles to challenge your vehicle and your driving skills.

Difficult Trails

If you're an experienced off-roader looking for a serious challenge, there
are several difficult trails in Moab that will put your vehicle and your driving
skills to the test.

Poison Spider Mesa Trail:** This trail is considered to be one of
the most difficult trails in Moab. It's a technical trail with plenty of
obstacles to challenge even the most experienced off-roaders.

Golden Spike Trail:** This trail is another challenging option for
experienced off-roaders. It's a long trail with several difficult
obstacles, including a steep climb up Golden Spike.

White Rim Trail:** This trail is a classic Moab experience. It's a
long and difficult trail, but it offers stunning views of
Canyonlands National Park.

Tips for Off-Roading in Moab

Here are a few tips to help you have a safe and enjoyable off-roading
experience in Moab:

Be prepared:** Make sure your vehicle is in good working order
and that you have all the necessary gear, including a spare tire, a
jack, and a tow strap.

Stay on the trails:** It's important to stay on designated trails to
avoid damaging the environment and getting lost.



Be aware of your surroundings:** Pay attention to the trail
conditions and be aware of other vehicles and hikers.

Respect the land:** Moab is a beautiful and fragile environment,
so it's important to respect the land and leave it the way you
found it.

Have fun:** Off-roading in Moab is an amazing experience, so
relax, have fun, and enjoy the ride.

Moab is a world-class destination for off-road enthusiasts, with something
to offer everyone from beginners to experienced off-roaders. Whether
you're looking for a relaxing drive or a challenging adventure, you're sure to
find the perfect trail in Moab. So what are you waiting for? Start planning
your trip today!
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